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An indispensable guide helping parents to understand and recognise
various forms of anxiety and how to empower their children in
developing adaptive coping strategies. It is not commonly known

that a parent's response to their child's anxiety is a deciding factor in
how they will cope. This is not to say that parents are to blame, but
rather that with the correct guidance parents hold the key in helping

their children to feel validated, from which problem-solving
strategies can then emerge. Most parents want to get it right and
support their children through all stages of their development. But
how does a child learn to regulate their emotions? How can the
average parent recognise what is and what is not normal anxiety?
Are there different types of anxiety that affect children at different
stages of their development? Why is there a spike in anxiety rates
worldwide and what are possible reasons behind this trend? In her
book, Clinical Psychologist, National University of Ireland Lecturer,
A Lust for Life Mental Health Lead and mother of two, Dr. Malie
Coyne sets out to help parents to understand the various forms of
anxiety and guide them to empower their children in developing
more adaptive coping strategies. Drawing from key psychological
theories (e.g. attachment theory; cognitive behavioural therapy and



compassion-focused therapy), and real-life case studies, Malie uses
her unique writing style to translate her knowledge and experience
into practical advice. Throughout the book she will use the metaphor
of the parent becoming an "emotional anchor" from which their child
can learn to trust and begin to explore their world. Parents will find

the balance between showing their children compassion and
encouraging them to face their fears using the four steps of Dr.

Malie's "S.A.F.E. Chain of Resilience".
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